Actin-binding cleft closure in myosin II probed by site-directed spin labeling and pulsed EPR
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We present a structurally dynamic model for nucleotide- and actin-induced closure of the actin-binding cleft of myosin, based on site-directed spin labeling and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) in Dictyostelium myosin II. The actin-binding cleft is a solvent-filled cavity that extends to the nucleotide-binding pocket and has been predicted to close upon strong actin binding. Single-cysteine labeling sites were engineered to probe mobility and accessibility within the cleft. Addition of ADP and vanadate, which traps the posthydrolysis biochemical state, influenced probe mobility and accessibility slightly, whereas actin binding caused more dramatic changes in accessibility, consistent with cleft closure. We engineered five pairs of cysteine labeling sites to straddle the cleft, each pair having one label on the upper 50-kDa domain and one on the lower 50-kDa domain. Distances between spin-labeled sites were determined from the resulting spin–spin interactions, as measured by continuous wave EPR for distances of 0.7–2 nm or pulsed EPR (double electron–electron resonance) for distances of 1.7–6 nm. Because of the high distance resolution of EPR, at least two distinct structural states of the cleft were resolved. Each of the biochemical states tested (prehydrolysis, posthydrolysis, and rigor), reflects a mixture of these structural states, indicating that the coupling between biochemical and structural states is not rigid. The resulting model is much more dynamic than previously envisioned, with both open and closed conformations of the cleft interconverting, even in the rigor actomyosin complex.

M yosin motors use the energy derived from ATP hydrolysis to generate force for a diverse repertoire of biological tasks (1). Class II myosins produce muscle contraction and are involved in cytokinesis and cell motility. The present study focuses on Dictyostelium discoideum (Dicty) myosin II, which offers optimal facility for expression and purification of mutants, and is functionally similar to muscle myosin II (2, 3).

Background

Myosin ATPase Cycle. The myosin catalytic (motor) domain hydrolizes ATP, interacts with actin, and produces force. During the ATPase cycle (Fig. 1), myosin alternates between states of weak and strong actin affinity, depending on the occupancy of the nucleotide-binding pocket. These biochemical transitions are coupled to protein structural transitions and force generation. ATP binding to myosin decreases actin affinity from nanomolar to millimolar, dissociating the actomyosin complex (Fig. 1A).

Because the structure of this detached state is little affected by ATP (4), apo-myosin represents the prehydrolysis biochemical state in the present study. The posthydrolysis biochemical state [generated here by adding ADP and vanadate (ADP.V)] presumably exists both free and bound to actin (Fig. 1B) but is stable only in the actin-free state. Release of products, which is catalyzed by actin binding, accompanies the transition to a strongly bound actomyosin complex (Fig. 1C), which generates force. Fig. 1 illustrates a popular model in which biochemical states (listed at the top, with ligands used to produce these states in parentheses) and structural states defined by crystal structures (shown at bottom). 1FMV: Dicty myosin II, apo (5). 1VOM: Dicty myosin II, ADP.V (6). 1WBJ: myosin V, apo (7). The illustration uses the following color scheme: green, U50; blue, L50; red, nucleotide pocket.

We hypothesize that the 2MYS structure is usually considered to be strongly bound actomyosin complex state in the present study. The posthydrolysis biochemical state [generated here by adding ADP and vanadate (ADP.V)] presumably exists both free and bound to actin (Fig. 1B) but is stable only in the actin-free state. Release of products, which is catalyzed by actin binding, accompanies the transition to a strongly bound actomyosin complex (Fig. 1C), which generates force. Fig. 1 illustrates a popular model in which biochemical states (listed at the top, with ligands used to produce these states in parentheses) and structural states defined by crystal structures (shown at bottom). 1FMV: Dicty myosin II, apo (5). 1VOM: Dicty myosin II, ADP.V (6). 1WBJ: myosin V, apo (7). The illustration uses the following color scheme: green, U50; blue, L50; red, nucleotide pocket.

Actin-Binding Cleft. A deep, solvent-filled cavity extends from the nucleotide-binding site to the actin-binding interface of myosin, dividing the interface into the upper (U50) and lower (L50) 50-kDa domains (Fig. 1). When first observed in the x-ray crystal structure of myosin subfragment-1 (S1) in the apo (no nucleotide) state (Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 2MYS), it was proposed that this open form of the cleft is not the “rigor-like” conformation that forms the strong actin-binding interface and catalyzes nucleotide release (4, 8). Thus, the 2MYS structure is usually considered to be in a “postrigor” conformation, in which the myosin head is approximately straight with the light-chain domain (lever arm) pointing “down” (away from the center of the sarcomere). The nucleotide-free and MgADP-bound Dicty myosin II crystal structures (5, 9) are similar to 2MYS; therefore, they are also considered postrigor structures that predominate in the prehydrolysis biochemical state.
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In the Dicty myosin II crystal structures obtained with posthydrolysis nucleotide analogs (e.g., ADP.V), the lever arm is in the "up" orientation, which is usually designated the "pre-powerstroke" structural state, in which the cleft is partially closed (Fig. 1A) (10, 11).

Actomyosin Complex. There is no crystal structure for any actin–myosin complex. Fitting the 2MYS crystal structure to cryo-EM maps of S1-decorated actin filaments is improved by movement of the U50 in the direction of a more closed cleft (12). When the crystal structure of myosin V (PDB ID code 1W8J) (Fig. 1C) revealed a fully closed cleft, it was proposed to be the long sought-after "rigor-like" structural state (13). Myosin V is a processive nonmuscle motor that binds actin in a diffusion-limited, temperature-independent manner, suggesting little or no structural rearrangement, and the myosin V structure fits well into cryo-EM maps of myosin II-decorated actin filaments (14). However, the extent to which actin-bound cleft conformations are similar in myosin II and myosin V is not known. In the present study, the myosin V crystal structure (Fig. 1C Lower) is tested as a model for the structure that occurs upon strong actin binding (Fig. 1C Upper). Several other myosin crystal structures have closed cleft conformations that differ dramatically (15, 16). Spectroscopic probes are needed to obtain data under solution conditions that are not accessible to crystallography.

Site-Directed Spin Labeling and Computational Simulation. Site-directed spin labeling and electron paramagnetic resonance (SDSL-EPR) have recently benefited from advances in understanding spin label dynamics, accessibility, and distance in relation to protein structure (17, 18). Twentieth-century EPR methods, based on continuous wave (CW) spectroscopy, were sensitive only to distances in the range of 0.7–2.5 nm (19), but now the pulsed electron double resonance technique called double electron–electron resonance (DEER) is sensitive in the range of 1.7–6 nm (20). Computational simulations of protein dynamics, explicitly including the bound spin label (21), are effective in increasing the reliability of EPR data analysis, especially in the case of DEER (22). To examine cleft closure in myosin, we have engineered cysteine spin labeling sites in a Dicty myosin II construct lacking other reactive Cys. We measured probe mobility, accessibility, and spin–spin distance as a function of biochemical state. To determine whether our experimental data are consistent with structural models based on crystal structures (Fig. 1), we performed computational simulations of experimental observables, explicitly including the spin label.

Results

Functional Properties of Spin-Labeled S1dC Mutants. Fig. 2 illustrates spin labeling sites (Cys mutations) in this study. ATPase activity and actin binding were measured for all 10 singly and doubly spin-labeled Dicty myosin II S1 (S1dC) mutants [supporting information (SI) Table S1]. All had actin-activated ATPase activities comparable with that of the unlabeled S1dC control, and all bound actin in rigor (low ionic strength, no ATP), as measured by cosedimentation (23). In most cases, all sites were fully labeled, so the measured activities are those of labeled protein (Table S1).

Spin Label Mobility and Accessibility. Single-Cys mutants were labeled within the cleft at positions 416, 583, and 587 (Fig. 2). The spin label 3-(2-iodoacetamido)-PROXL (IPSL) was chosen, rather than the more standard methanethiosulfonate spin label (MTSL), which proved less reliable because of its reversible reactivity.

At every site tested, IPSL produced spectra containing two or more resolved components (Fig. 3A, arrows), suggesting multiple conformations of the protein or spin label side chain. The order parameter S, a measure of restriction on the nanosecond rotational motion of IPSL, was calculated as the weighted average obtained from a two-component fit by using standard EPR dynamics software (Fig. 3B and SI Text). The experimental S is directly compared with $S$ (Fig. 3C) calculated from the MD simulation’s orientational trajectory (data not shown), which showed less evidence for conformational heterogeneity than did
the experimental data. The S values obtained from MD simulation were consistently greater than experimental values, suggesting that the MD simulation, based on the crystal structure, does not sample the low-order conformation evident in experimental spectra. A change in populations of the two components with ADP.V binding at D583C, which was not observed in MD simulations, suggests the presence of at least two cleft conformations. For S416C and K587C, there was little or no dependence on biochemical state (Fig. 3B), which was consistent with MD simulations (Fig. 3C).

Solvent accessibility was measured by EPR power saturation (Fig. 4A). There was little or no effect of ADP.V (green bars vs. black bars), but actin (red bars vs. black bars) increased accessibility markedly. At first glance, this result seemed opposite to what would be expected for actin-induced cleft closure, because simulated solvent accessibility to the native side chain decreased what would be expected for actin-induced cleft closure, because simulations were in good agreement with experimental spectra. A noninteracting control (single-Cys mutant) is shown in gray. Scan width, 200 G. (B) Distance distributions obtained by fitting CW EPR spectra, assuming a sum of multiple Gaussians. Arrows indicate distances between S atoms in crystal structures.

Spin–Spin Distance Measurements. Fig. 2 illustrates the double-Cys mutants used for distance measurements. Two pairs [F270C(U50):V463C(L50) and S416C(U50):D583C(L50)] located in the “inner cleft” adjacent to the nucleotide-binding site were selected to detect cleft closure directly. Three pairs of sites in the “outer cleft” near the actin-binding interface were selected to detect cleft closure indirectly through sensitivity to the counterclockwise rotation of U50 relative to L50. Three of these pairs all include N537C of L50, which is located on a fully exposed loop that also contains the hydrophobic triplet shown to be critical for strong actin-binding (24). The corresponding sites in U50 are S416C (in HO helix), G366C (in loop 4), and G401C (in cardiomyopathy loop). G401C has been used previously to probe the actomyosin interface (23). S416C and N537C were used previously as labeling sites for both FRET and DEER distance measurements (25, 26).

Spin–Spin Distance Measurements in the Inner Cleft. For these two probe pairs, only CW EPR was used, because the predominant distances were found to be on the order of 2 nm or less, as predicted by crystal structures, resulting in considerable spectral broadening (Fig. 5A). For 270:463, analysis in terms of Gaussian distance distributions (Fig. S1 and Table S2) resolves three populations, centered at distances of 0.8, 1.2, and 2.2 nm; all three are present in the apo state, and two of them are present in each of the other biochemical states (Fig. 5B). Similarly, at 416:583, populations are centered at 0.8, 1, and 1.4 nm, with two populations present in both apo and actin-bound biochemical states (Fig. 5B). In contrast, MD simulations based on the dynamics of probes attached to crystal structures predict more homogenous distributions (Fig. S2), suggesting that the experimentally observed heterogeneity is not because of multiple probe conformations but because of multiple cleft conformations present in each biochemical state. Attempts to acquire DEER data from these samples gave very rapid decays that were not reliably analyzable, as expected for distances of <2 nm.

Spin–Spin Distance Measurements in the Outer Cleft. At pairs of sites near the actin-binding interface, both CW EPR spectra and DEER decays were obtained (Fig. 6), because distances were predicted to be in the 2- to 3-nm range, where both methods should have some sensitivity and are complementary. CW spectra (Fig. 6A) showed only slight attenuation in amplitude, with insignificant broadening in spectral wings, indicating that there were no distances substantially below 1.5 nm, a conclusion that could not be reached by DEER alone because it has negligible sensitivity in this range. Both experiments gave con-
consistent results; i.e., for each sample, CW EPR (Fig. 6A) and DEER (Fig. 6B) showed the same qualitative correlation of biochemical state with distance. However, the sensitivity of DEER for \( r > 2 \) nm was clearly superior, justifying quantitative analysis in terms of distance distributions (Fig. 6C and Table S3). DEER was sensitive to changes in biochemical state at these sites, indicating distance changes in the 2- to 5-nm range (Fig. 6). Generally, ADP.V produced subtle distance changes, whereas actin had more dramatic effects. For each of the three probe pairs, the effects of actin were in the direction predicted whereas actin had more dramatic effects. For each of the three sites, indicating distance changes in the 2- to 5-nm range (Fig. 6).

**Discussion**

**Nucleotide- and Actin-Induced Cleft Closure.** Whereas probe mobility is relatively insensitive to biochemical state (Fig. 3) and accessibility changes only slightly with nucleotide, accessibility increases substantially upon actin binding at all three singly labeled sites (Fig. 4A). This effect of actin seems surprising at first, in light of the expectation of cleft closure, but it is predicted by MD simulations (Fig. 4B) assuming that the actin-bound state is similar to the myosin V ‘rigor-like’ crystal structure, which has a closed cleft (Fig. 1). In the inner cleft, both ADP.V and actin binding affect distance measurements in the CW EPR range (Fig. 5). Each of the three biochemical states gives rise to a multicomponent distance distribution, suggesting a mixture of structural states. Based on MD results (Fig. S2), these structural states probably correspond to those represented by crystal structures (Fig. 1) post rigor (cleft open), pre-powerstroke (partially closed cleft), and rigor-like (cleft closed). All three structural states are populated in the apo biochemical state, ADP.V is mainly in the open or partially closed state, and actin stabilizes two states, one of which corresponds to complete cleft closure.

In the outer cleft (Figs. 6 and 7), ADP.V has only a slight effect on distances, in agreement with simulations (Fig. 7 Middle), so
the outer cleft pairs resolve only two cleft structural states: open and closed. Actin binding has a pronounced effect in the outer cleft (Fig. 7 Bottom), in agreement with the myosin V (rigor-like) structural state, in which the outer cleft is primarily closed (Fig. 1). However, the actin-bound biochemical state in solution contains both open and closed cleft conformations, and all three biochemical states have components that correspond to the closed cleft conformation (Table S3), indicating that actin’s presence is not necessary to form the closed cleft.

**SDSL-EPR Methodology and Computational Simulation.** This study underscores several principles about the power of site-directed spin labeling, especially when combined with MD simulations. Virtually every experimental measurement capable of resolving conformational states revealed the occupation of two or more conformations (Figs. 3, 5, and 6), whereas the MD simulation based on a spin label attached to a single crystal structure usually did not, suggesting that each biochemical state in solution is populated by more than one structural state. Mobility at cleft sites was relatively insensitive to changes in biochemical state (Fig. 3), whereas solvent accessibility proved more sensitive (Fig. 4). The agreement of experimental and simulated solvent accessibility was much better when the spin label was included in the simulation (Fig. 4), as observed previously for spin-labeled T4 lysozyme (27). Experimental distance measurements are in better agreement with computational simulations not only when the spin-label is included in place of the native side chain (22) but also when the backbone atoms are unrestrained (Fig. 7). Figs. 5 and 6 confirm that CW EPR and DEER are quite complementary techniques for determining distance distributions (28). For all cases, CW EPR and DEER data were consistent, but CW EPR was superior in sensitivity and resolution for distances of <2 nm (Fig. 5), and DEER was superior for distances of >2 nm (Fig. 6).

**Comparison of Rigor-Like Structural Models.** The variety of published crystal structures proposed to be rigor-like suggests that the extent of cleft closure is not conserved among myosins (15). For example, the cleft structure of a proposed rigor-like nucleotide-free Dicty myosin II construct (PDB ID code 1QSG) (16), is significantly different from that of the myosin V structure (PDB ID code 1W8J) (1) (29). Our observed changes in distance induced by actin binding, relative to the apo state, are strikingly more consistent with 1W8J than with 1QSG (Table S4).

**Relationship to Previous Spectroscopy.** Solvent accessibility in the smooth muscle myosin cleft was probed with an engineered tryptophan at F425W (S416 in Dicty myosin II) (30). Fluorescence quenching showed that F425W was more solvent-exposed in weak-binding than in strong-binding states, and an increase in fluorescence with actin suggested a shift in the direction of cleft closure. In the present study, we found no change in spin label solvent accessibility for two of three labeled cleft sites with binding of ADP.V (Fig. 4) or ADP (data not shown), but we did observe a large increase in accessibility with actin-binding (Fig. 4A), a result consistent with simulated actin-induced cleft closure (Fig. 4B). We conclude that accessibility data are most reliable when several sites are probed and models are tested with explicit MD simulations of probe accessibility. Evidence for actin-induced cleft movement has been observed on myosin V (31) and fluorescent (26) probes attached to sites 537 and 416. We observed an actin-induced distance decrease between these sites (Fig. 6 Bottom) and showed that this decrease is predicted from the crystal structures by simulations (Fig. 7 and Table S3). By making multiple measurements across the cleft, including mobility and accessibility as well as distance distributions, we have obtained a more complete model of cleft closure, including clear evidence for structural heterogeneity within single biochemical states. In particular, these results add to the spectroscopic evidence that the strong actin–myosin interface is surprisingly dynamic (23).

**Coupling Between Biochemical and Structural States.** Unlike crystallography, spectroscopy can resolve multiple structural states (conformations) in solution for a single biochemical state. EPR of spin-labeled nucleotides has shown that in both prehydrolysis and posthydrolysis biochemical states, the nucleotide pocket (switch 1) is in a closed structural state, whereas strong actin binding induces an equilibrium between open and closed states (32). The present study resolved at least two distinct cleft conformations, probably corresponding to open (postrigor) and closed (rigor-like) structures (Fig. 6). In the case where these two conformations were most clearly resolved (Fig. 6, 537:401), the apo and ADP.V states are mainly in the open cleft conformation, whereas the actin-bound state is equally populated by both open and closed conformations. This result is strikingly parallel to that detected by nucleotide spin labels, suggesting that the switch I conformation (near the nucleotide pocket) is coupled to the cleft conformation near the actin-binding interface. In the inner cleft, three conformations are resolved (Fig. 5), suggesting that the inner cleft is more directly coupled to switch II, which differs in all three structural states (7). Similarly, in both rabbit (33) and Dicty (34), a spin label in the force-generating region of myosin resolves three distinct structural states that change their populations with biochemical state. Continued analysis of the complex structural and biochemical coupling among the subdomains of myosin and actin, in space and time, is needed to understand the mechanism of actomyosin function. High-resolution EPR techniques will continue to play a leading role in this effort.

**Methods**

**Protein Preparations and Spin Labeling.** Cysteine mutations for spin labeling were introduced into a Dicty myosin II gene truncated at residue 762, containing only a single (unreactive) Cys at position 655 (SI Text). These S1dC derivatives were expressed and purified (23). F-actin was prepared from rabbit skeletal muscle (35). Unless otherwise indicated, experiments were carried out at 4°C in EPR buffer (50 mM KCl/3 mM MgCl2/10 mM MOPS, pH 7.5). Spin labeling was carried out overnight at 100 μM myosin and 800 μM IPR or 4-maleimido-TEMPO (MSL). Unreacted label was removed by exchange into EPR buffer, and functional properties were measured (SI Text) and are tabulated in Table S1.

**CW EPR: Mobility and Accessibility.** EPR samples contained 100 μM myosin S1dC. The posthydrolysis state was formed by addition of 5 mM ADP and 5 mM Na3VO4. The actomyosin state was formed by mixing 100 μM actin and 200 μM F-actin. For accessibility measurements, duplicate samples were prepared, one containing 5 mM NIEDDA as the paramagnetic relaxation agent, and accessibility was measured by EPR power saturation (27, 36–38). Order parameters were measured from EPR spectra by simulation and fitting with the program NLSL (39).

**Spin–Spin Distance Measurements.** Samples were the same as in other EPR experiments, except that the buffer also contained 10% (vol/vol) glycerol, volume was 100 μl, and samples were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. EPR acquisition parameters are described in SI Text. Spin–spin distances were determined by fitting the experimental EPR data by simulations assuming that the distance distribution is a sum of Gaussians (SI Text). After 4–12 h of acquisition, 100-μl samples at 100 μM concentration yielded background-corrected DEER signals with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for reliable analysis, and analysis was performed by using the software DEERAnalysis2006.1 (40, 41) and DEFIT (25, 42).

**Computational Simulations Based on Crystal Structures.** Crystal structures (Fig. 1) were modified to include missing loops and residues by using InsightII, and native residues were mutated to spin-labeled Cys by using Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) (43). Parameters for IPR and MSL were based on CHARMM19 united-atom force fields (22). Metropolis Monte Carlo minimization (22, 44) was used to determine starting points for MD simulations. MD simulations were carried out essentially as described previously (21, 25) (see also SI Text).
The simulated spin label order parameter was calculated from the MD trajectory (21). Solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) was calculated in VMD for both the unlabeled (native) residue and IPlS (SI Text). Distances between spin label nitroxide oxygen atoms were measured in VMD, binned (1-Å width), and normalized by area.
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